Fourth year European integration and governance

Organization

- Transverse skills

  - Transverse skills (Mandatory)
    - General Knowledge
    - Economics
    - Specialty IGE
    - English
    - LVB

  - Languages (Choice: 1 Among 7)
    - LVB – German
    - LVB – Arabic
    - LVB – Spanish
    - LVB – French as a foreign language
    - LVB – Italian
    - LVB – Portuguese
    - LVB – Russian

- Sport

Core knowledge

- Classes - semester 1 (Mandatory)
  - Institutional law of the European Union
  - Collective action in the European Union
  - EU and IR

- Final Oral Examination - Outward-looking course/involvement (Mandatory)
  - Final Oral Examination
  - Outward-looking class or validation of students’ extracurricular activity involvement

Specialized skills
Fourth year European integration and governance

Classes - semester 2 (Mandatory)
- Substantive law of the European Union
- The European Union Policy Making
- History of the European idea
- European economic integration

Specific seminars (Mandatory)
- Cultural areas in Europe
- Europe: Current affairs and practices
- Professionalization seminar

Organizational unit

Sciences Po Bordeaux (Etablissement racine)